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Fencing Fox software
Fencing Fox is a new fencing competition
software, robust and flexible. It allows all
kinds of formulas, even tricky ones, for
instance poules larger than 11, repechages,
fenced places, barrages, Italian relays …
It has received the FIE final homologation
in June 2018, after receiving the theoretical
homologation in July 2016. It has been
tested in simulation by 2 international
referees for more than 30 hours in total.
Outside of these tests, it has been used in
numerous competitions a French youth
national competition, a World cup in
Legnano, many IWAS international
competitions, Championnat de France Foil
U17 2019 in Narbonne, National Circuit
Epee Senior 2019 in Nimes, National
Cirtcuit epee women in Soissons 2022, etc.

Robust and flexible
Automatic backups every 5 mns on a USB
key as well as backtracks on errors or
wrong parameters insure a hassle-free
competition even in the worst conditions.
Offering no single point of failure in
contrary to software relying on databases,
it provides yet synchronization primitives
for collaborative work.
It comes now with a new server version
which allows synchronization of several
computers in real time.

Up to date
Fencing Fox has been part of the FIE
working group on XML results standards,
and is part of the testing group for the
2019-2020 FIE web site. It integrates the
latest rules for fencer exceptional status,
team replacement, video statistics, etc.

User friendly
The software is easy to use, using drag and
drop and contextual menus. Poule score
entering has been accelerated, and fenced
places can be added or removed
dynamically, as well as derived
competitions. It is possible to add or
remove fencers, modify the order of
matches, etc.

Smartphone real time results
Fencing Fox also allows entering results
using a smartphone for a real time ultimate
experience, including cards, priorities and a
small chrono.
Smartphone connection uses a simple wifi
hub, and no external access to Internet or
Internet subscription is necessary.

The web app also allows display a passivity
chrono, a medical chrono, pcards, video
statistics.
This very handy for team competitions to
enter team order next to the piste.

Electronic signature
The web app also allows digital signature,
sparing a vast amount of paper. Each
signed document is stored in central with
versioning, allowing double checking. The
software does not store individual
signatures.

https://fencingfox.com/videos/AffichagePi
ste.mov
https://fencingfox.com/videos/dixiemeSec
ondePhotos.mov

Customize your display

Connected scoring machines
Fencing Fox can be used with all connected
machines in the market (SG, Favero,
Allstar). It has been using up to 10
simultaneous connected machines in
competition, or with machines from
different constructors at the same time.
It implements the newest Cyrano 1.1 FIE
protocol, allowing handling of pcards and
1/100th display.

Fencing Fox can offer versatile displays by
providing a programming and scripting GUI
interface to display as many as 15 different
screens (participants, poules, tableau,
schedules, referees …) with customizable
color layouts and display times. It can
handle several screens and split screens to
display multiple information.
The display application can run on cheap
computers such as Raspberry Pis, allowing
many screens connection through wifis
around the premises.

New in 2022
An experimental feature allows to publish
in real time (<10ms) on web the score
information from scoring machines,
including score, chrono, lights and cards.

With smart phones or connected
machines, the display can sync the results
within less than one second delay.

sponsors logos. Sponsors logos may also be
displayed on result web pages, but this
requires some customization overhead.

Publish your results in one click
Fencing Fox offers an online result service,
in order to publish results in real time on
the web. With only one click, the
competition status will be mirrored in the
cloud in any stage of the competition.

Server version
Fencing Fox has a server version which
allows collaborative work by storing data
in a database hit by hit in real time.
Located in the cloud, the database can
synchronize remote sites or score entry
shared on several computers.

Treat your sponsors
Fencing Fox generates color PDF files,
which can be customized to display

Optional services
Fencing Fox can connect to an international
SMS platform to send automatically to
fencers and referee messages with time
and piste. It can also be used to send
individual messages such as doctor call.

Online documents
Results : https://fencingfox.com/resultatss
Tutorials :
https://fencingfox.com/en/videos.html
Download and manual :
https://fencingfox.com/en/download.html
Smartphone score input :
https://fencingfox.com/videos/TouchePar
Touche.mov
Trailer :
https://fencingfox.com/videos/MinuteCo
mpetition.mp4
Display of 1/10th s with photos :
https://fencingfox.com/videos/dixiemeSec
ondePhotos.mov
Piste display
https://fencingfox.com/videos/Animation
Piste.mov
Synchronization between 2 computers
https://fencingfox.com/videos/syncServer
2.mov

